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**Location (TTA)**

**Address:** #531 5F. 815 Daewangpangyo-ro, Sujung-gu, Seongnam-city, Gyeonggi-do, Korea (ZIP: 13449)

https://www.google.co.kr/maps/place/Global+IoT+Testing+%26+Certification+Center/@37.4137289,127.0977199,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x357ca793cc35e2a9:0x1477d64d35c2fd20!8m2!3d37.4137247!4d127.0999086?hl=ko
To Pangyo Stn. (Hotels near Pangyo Stn.)

ICN Int’l Airport
(Terminal 1, 2)

Pangyo Stn.
(Metro)

Taxi
About 100 USD from the airport to the hotel (1 hour)

Bus
From the airport to the Pangyo Station (90 min)
- Bus Number: 5000(Pangyo)
- Bus Stop: Terminal 1(1F Gate 9) / 07:25 ~ 22:30
  Terminal 2(B1, Gate 39) / 07:05 ~ 22:10
- Bus Fee: 10 USD(₩ 11,000)
Hotels near Pangyo Stn.

Courtyard by Marriott Pangyo

- 5~8 mins walk from Pangyo Stn.
- About 200 USD/night
- Google map link
  
  https://www.google.co.kr/maps/place/Courtyard+by+Marriott+Seoul+Pangyo/@37.3977401,127.1108694,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x357b5809ea4ca3c1:0xb99c54022bc4cdc6f8m2!3d37.3977401!4d127.1108832?hl=en

- Reservation link
  
To Seohyun Stn. (Hotels near Seohyun Stn.)

ICN Int’l Airport (Terminal 1, 2)

**Taxi**  
About 100 USD from the airport to the hotel (1 hour)

**Bus**  
From the airport to the Pangyo Station (90 min)
- Bus Number: **5400(Bundang)**
- Bus Stop: **Terminal 1(1F Gate 9) / 07:25 ~ 22:30**  
  **Terminal 2(B1, Gate 39) / 07:05 ~ 22:10**
- Bus Fee: **10 USD(**¥ 11,000)**
Hotels near Seohyun Stn.

Bundang Mate Tourist Hotel
- 3~4 mins walk from Seohyun Stn.
- About 100 USD/night
- Hotel webpage
Hotels near Seohyun Stn.

Hotel Gallery
- 3~4 mins walk from Seohyun Stn.
- About 140 USD/night
- Hotel webpage
  [http://www.galleryhotel.co.kr/english/index.jsp](http://www.galleryhotel.co.kr/english/index.jsp)
**Hotels near Seohyun Stn.**

**Hotel S.R**
- 5 mins walk from Seohyun Stn.
- About 160 USD/night
- Open in April (Renewal)
- Hotel webpage

[http://www.srhotel.co.kr/](http://www.srhotel.co.kr/)
Commuting Bus (Seohyun Stn.)

Morning (to TTA pangyo)

- 08:40 to 08:25
- 08:40 to 19:15
- 08:10 to 19:30

Evening (to Stn.)

- 19:00 to 19:15
- 19:30 to 19:40
Commuting Bus (Pangyo Stn.)

Morning (to TTA Pangyo)
- **08:40** from Courtyard Marriott
- **19:00** from TTA (Global IoT Testing and Certification Center)

Evening (to Stn.)
- **08:25** from Seohyun Stn. (Metro)
- **19:15** from Pangyo Stn. (Metro)
- **19:30** from Pangyo Stn. (Metro)
Thank you

Welcome to TTA Korea